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ABSTRACT 

Pipelining of Array Structures 

by 

Sudhir R. Ahuja 

Pipelining is a very effective way to increase the thruput of 

a process. It has been used successfully in many current computers. 

However, most techniques of pipelining are limited to one-dimensional 

processes. This thesis develops new techniques of pipelining two- 

dimensional processes which take advantage of the two-dimensional 

nature of the processes. Four neighbour arrays, the basic two- 

dimensional processes are considered first. Then the techniques 

developed for them are extended to six and eight neighbour arrays. 

In particular, the techniques of diagonal pipelining and generalized 

diagonal pipelining are developed. It is shown that the latter en¬ 

compasses all possible methods of pipelining an array. 

In order to evaluate the techniques three measures of perfor¬ 

mance, Thruput, Cost per Operation and Effectiveness, are defined. 

These measures relate directly to the cost of a job on the system 

and the time of execution of the job. Almost all of the work on 

pipelining analyzes the pipelined systems under the assumption that 

there is an infinite stream of inputs. This thesis considers the 

effect on the performance of a pipelined system if the assumption 

is not valid. In particular, bounds on the number of inputs needed 

to assume that pipelining is effective are obtained. 



Finally, to illustrate the usefulness of the techniques of 

pipelining and the methods of analysis, an array multiplier is pipe¬ 

lined and analyzed. It is shown that the pipelined array multiplier 

does have a higher thruput and lower cost per operation if the number 

of inputs is greater than or equal to 5. The array multiplier also 

compares favourably with other types of high performance multipliers 

when the number of inputs is greater than 17. 
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1-1 AIM 

Chapter I 

Introduction 

This thesis is concerned with the development and analysis of 

new techniques of pipelining two-dimensional processes. In particular 

techniques which take advantage of the two-dimensional nature of the 

processes are emphasized. 

Currently, pipelining is implemented mostly in single dimensional 

processes. Two-dimensional processes, if pipelined, use the same 

technique as that of a pipelined single dimensional process. The 

two dimensional process is broken up into subprocesses which execute 

sequentially along one of the directions of information flow. It is, 

then, pipelined like a single dimensioned process along that direction 

In effect, no advantage is taken of the two dimensional nature of the 

process. This thesis develops techniques of pipelining arrays in 

both directions of information flow by examining the structural fea¬ 

tures and the two dimensional flow of information. 

This thesis is also concerned with development of adequate mea¬ 

sures of performance which can be used to compare different pipelined 

organizations. Most current techniques of analysis of pipelining 

have the following limitations; 

i) The analysis does not include the cost of the system. Only 

the cost of the latches (or registers) is considered. This gives too 

much weight to the number of registers used. 

ii) The pipelined systems are assumed to operate with an infinite 

input stream. The pipeline, thus, is assumed to execute at the maxi¬ 

mum rate all the time. 



This thesis defines measures which relate directly to the cost 

and performance of a system and considers the effect of finite input 

stream on these measures. 

1-2 Related Work 

According to Cotten (1) pipelining is a technique to provide 

increases in bandwidth by allowing simultaneous execution of many 

tasks. Cotten*s work is about the earliest published work on pipe¬ 

lining and the statement made above is presumably the earliest use 

of the word pipelining in the context of high speed systems. Cotten*s 

paper describes the advantage of being able to perform a larger number 

of tasks in a smaller time by pipelining a system. He also points 

out the problems of interfacing slower input/output to the pipelined 

system and the problems in implementing a pipeline. As the name of 

the paper indicates, it deals essentially with problems of designing 

circuits necessary to implement a pipeline. 

One of the earliest uses of pipelining in a commercial computer 

was in the IBM/360 Model 91. S-F Anderson, et al (3) describe the 

use of pipelining in the Floating Point Execution Unit of the system 

360/91. After that, many large computers like the Tl ASC and CDC 

STAR have used pipelined arithmetic units. Most of these pipelined 

systems treat the arithmetic unit as the main system and the func¬ 

tional units like the addition mit, the multiplication mit, etc., 

form the sub-units which are separated by latches or reservation sta¬ 

tions. IBM 360/91 implements pipelining in the multiply/divide mit. 

However, the works on pipelining mentioned above are on single 

directional process and offer no quantitative analysis of performance. 
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Among the papers which earns later the work by Hallin and Flynn (4) 

is quite significant in that they define a measure, called System 

Efficiency and analyze various pipelined systems on the basis of 

efficiency. In their paper they analyze two addition and three 

multiplication algorithms. The definition of system efficiency 

used to analyze these algorithms is 

efficiency = N • _1 • 1 
D G 

where, N is the number of bits in the input, 

D is the delay per pipeline stage, and 

G is the number of gates in the system. 

This measure, however, does not directly relate to any cost or per¬ 

formance figures of the system which might be of use to a designer 

of the system. Hallin and FlynnTs work also includes pipelining of 

an array multiplier which is a two-dimensional process. However, 

the process was subdivided into rows which effectively reduces it 

to a single-dimensional process. The inherent properties of arrays 

were not explored. 

A measure similar to system efficiency was used by Davidson 

and Larson (5) . The measure was called performance/cost. Davidson, 

et- al went one step beyond Hallin and Flynn in that they included 

the cost of the system along with the cost of the latches in a more 

systematic way and they defined the delay of a stage of the pipeline 

distinctly in terms of the execution time of the subsystem and 

switching time of the latches. 

Performance is essentially the same as Bandwidth in Hallin ’s 

work. However, instead of just taking the number of input bits and 
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the number of gates, the integrated system cost is taken. This 

gives the right weightage to the cost of latches as compared to the 

original system cost. 

In the view of the works discussed above, this thesis extends 

Davidson and Larson and Hallin and Flynn’s works to two-dimensional 

processes. More precise performance measures are defined and used 

to evaluate several system configurations. One of the measures de¬ 

veloped, Effectiveness, is similar to the performance/cost ratio 

of Davidson (5) . This thesis also analyses the effect of a finite 

input stream on the various measures. 

1-3 Basic Concepts 

Pipelining of a process implies the break up of the process 

into a number of subprocesses and the insertion of registers between 

subprocesses. The registers serve the purpose of holding the output 

of one subprocess and feeding it to the next subprocess when needed. 

In this way, the subprocesses are made independent to a certain ex¬ 

tent. Hence they can process an input and go on to the next input 

even if the other subprocesses are not finished with the previous 

input. Figure 1*1 shows a process P with execution time represented 

by T. The input is obtained from an input register. The output 

goes to some other process. Figure 1-1 shows the process P sub¬ 

divided into m subprocesses, P-^, ?£, . . . Pm. For simplicity every 

subprocess is assumed to have the same execution time, Tc. 

Consider that an input is available at time t = 0 at the input 

register. From the time t = 0 to t = Tc, subprocess P would execute 

on the input while P2, P^5 . . . Pm wait idle. Then from time t = Tc 
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to t = 2Tc, subprocess P executes on the output of P-. , while Pi, P , 
2 ■** -^3 

. . . Pm wait. So at any given time period of duration Tc, (m-1) 

subprocesses are not used. A natural way to improve on this situation 

is to feed in the second input to subprocess P^, once it is through 

with the first input. However, at this point a register is required 

to hold the output of P^ so that P2 can execute on it while P-^ exe¬ 

cutes the second input. By similar reasoning it is clear that the 

next input can be fed into P2 everytime it is finished with the 

current input and its output is stored in the register. 

So the time taken for each stage of the pipeline, which is the 

subprocess and its output register, is (Tc + Ts) where Ts is the 

switching time of the register. If a process is taken to be com¬ 

pleted when its output is stored in some register, then in Fig. l*la 

the time taken by the process P to execute one input is (Tp + Ts) . 

In all subsequent analysis Ts will represent the switching time of 

a register in secs. As P executes only one input in time (Tp + Ts) 

the number of inputs per sec processed by P is 1 
(Tp + Ts) 

Formally, thruput will be defined as the number of inputs processed 

in unit time. Then for process P, the thruput, Pp, is 

Pp = 
(Tp + Ts) E !»i 

For the pipelined case if N inputs are available and the first input 

is fed to the first stage of the pipeline at time t = 0 then the first 

output of the pipeline will be available after m stages hence at 

time t = m X (Ts + Tc) . N inputs are given to the first stage, one 

input after every (Ts + Tc) , so the second output of the pipeline 
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should follow the first after a time interval of (Ts + Tc) and then 

the third and so on. 

The Nth input would have gone through the pipeline and the 

corresponding output would be available at the time 

t = (N-l) (Tc + Ts) + m(Ts + Tc) . 

Hence the time taken to process N inputs is 

m(Ts + Tc) + (N-l) (Tc + Ts) . 

The average time for execution of one input, Tav, is 

Tav = m(Ts + Tc) + (N-l) (Ts + Tc) 
N 

The thruput, represented by Pn, is 

Pn = 1 = N  
Tav m(Ts + Tc) + (N-l) (Ts + Tc) . 

E 1-2 

The process P is nothing but a series of subprocesses P-^, P2, . . . 

Rn of the time taken by P to process input is the sum of the times 

taken by P^, . . . Rn because the subprocesses are serially linked. 

This means Tp = m X Tc. So E 1*2 can be written as 

Pn = N  
(m + N - 1) (Ts + Tp ) 

m . 
E 1-3 

For N tending to infinity, the thruput, Pw, is 

Pw = 1 
(Ts + Tp ) 

m . E 1*4 

It can easily be shown that Pw ^ Pp' which says there is increase in 

thruput by pipelining a system. The expression E 1*4 isthn same as the 

performance figure of Davidson (4) and the bandwidth defined by 

Cotten (1) . It is this increase that has spurred the use of pipelining 

in systems. 
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1-4 Plan of the Thesis 

With the basic concepts explained in this chapter in mind, 

Chapter Two extends the ideas to two dimensional processes. Two 

other measures besides thruput are defined and explained. Chapter III 

develops additional techniques of pipelining two-dimensional process 

techniques of pipelining two-dimensional process. Chapter IV carries 

the concepts to more complicated arrays and discusses the limitations 

of pipelining such arrays. Chapter V illustrates the techniques 

developed in earlier chapters by considering a practical example — 

an array multiplier. Chapter VI summarized the results. 
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Chapter II 

Pipelining of Two-Dimensional Processes 

2-1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the concept of pipelining is extended to two 

dimensional processes. In order to compare two processes, one or 

both of which may be pipelined, it is necessary to develop suitable 

measures of performance. In Section 2-2 two such measures, Cost per 

Operation and Effectives, are defined and explained. Section 2-3 

extends the ideas of a single dimensional pipeline to two dimensional 

processes and develops different methods of pipelining two-dimensional 

processes. In Section 2-4, the methods of Section 2-3 are discussed 

and analyzed in the light of the measures defined in Section 2-2. 

2-2 Measures of Performance 

As noted earlier, pipelining increases both the thruput and the 

cost of the system. The cost of a system will be viewed as cost per 

time. This is justified from the fact that normally a system is 

depreciated over its useful lifetime till its value is zero. Over 

any given time period the system costs exactly as much as its value 

depreciates, hence one can speak of a system having that cost for 

the time being considered. In effect, the system has a cost per 

unit of time, and so does every process in the system. A user of 

the system is then charged at some rate, say C-^, for the use of the 

system. If the userts job takesT-^ time units, the cost of processing 

the job on the system is X T^. 

To most users it is this cost that matters. In effect, most 

users would be concerned about cost per operation because each job 

is made up of several operations. In the case given above, if a 
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job has N operations then the cost per operation is X 

N 

It, then, makes sense to talk about cost per operation because that 

gives an idea of the total job cost to a user. However, for some 

users, the time factor, as measured by thruput, may be more important 

than the cost,therefore, all subsequent analysis of pipelined systems 

will be in terms of cost per operation as well as thruput. 

If a pipelined system has lower cost per operation and higher 

thruput compared to an unpipelined system, it implies that not only 

does the job get done faster but that the job costs less too. In 

a sense, then, a pipelined system is more effective. To indicate 

this in some positive way, another measure, called system effective¬ 

ness, is defined as follows: 

Effectiveness = 1  
Cost per Operation 

where, Cost per Operation = cost/time no. of operations/time, 

= cost/time X average execution time 
per operation. 

The aim, then, is to design more effective systems, which implies 

lower cost per operation. It will be seen that the expressions for 

cost per operation are more amenable to manipulation, hence all op¬ 

timisation or designing for more effective system will be dealt as 

problems of achieving lower cost per operation. From the explanation 

given in Chapter I, it is quite clear that pipelining means increas¬ 

ing the thruput, therefore, no detailed comparisons of thruputs for 

pipelined systems with the unpipelined systems is given unless it 

is relevant in bringing out certain special points. Most of the 

analysis is restricted to cost per operation. 
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It must be noted that two dimensional processes refers to process 

having two directions of information flow. These processes discussed 

are also assumed to be two dimensional at their basic subprocess 

level. This leads us to arrays as shown in Fig. 2*2. 

2-3 Basic Concepts Extended to Two Dimensions 

The functioning of a single dimensional pipeline was explained 

in Chapter I. To pipeline a process it is necessary to subdivide 

(or partition) it into a number of subprocesses. A register is put at 

the output of every process to hold the result and feed it to the next, 

subprocess while the former subprocess operates on the next input 

data (Fig. 2*1) . The same concept can be applied at a two-dimensional 

process. Fig. 2*2 shows a simple two dimensional process, which is an 

array of four neighbors cells, the cell being the basic subprocess. 

The array can be reduced to a single dimensional process by treating 

each row of cells as one subprocess or each column of cells as one 

subprocess (Fig. 2*3). Pipelining is then achieved by putting a 

register on every information line between these subprocesses (Fig. 2*4). 

Note, however, extra registers are needed to offset the inputs along 

the X direction for the row pipelining (and Y direction for column 

pipelining) by the necessary amount of time so all inputs to every 

cell are available at the same time. 

It is, however, possible to pipeline the array such that a 

subprocess is an individual cell. The. numbers in the cells in 

Fig. 2*2 indicate the sequence in which the various cells will exe¬ 

cute if one cell executes in one time cycle. If the cells are 
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divided by coordinates, the axis being the directions of information 

flow as shown in Fig. 2*2 then it can be seen that the cells having 

I + J=a constant execute during the same time cycle (I represents the row 

coordinate and J represents the column coordinate. This suggests that 

cells having I + J?a constant can be grouped together into one sub¬ 

process. This leads to a diagonal subdivision of the array as shown 

in Fig. 2*5. The subdivided array can be pipelined by inserting a 

register on every information line between the subprocesses as shown 

in Fig. 2*6. It can be seen that this leads to a register being put on 

every output line of every cell. So, in effect, this pipelining can 

be looked upon as being at the cell level. This method will be re¬ 

ferred to as a diagonal pipelining technique. 

2-4- Analysis of a Single Dimensional Pipeline 

Fig. 2-1 shows a single dimensional pipeline. This is the same as 

Fig. 1.1. Earlier, partial analysis was carried out to explain the con¬ 

cept of pipelining. 

This section analyzes the pipelined process in terms of cost 

per pperation and effectiveness. From Chapter I, it can be seen that 

for N inputs the thruput, P^, is 

P =  N  
^ (m + N - 1) (Tc + Ts) 

E 2-0 

If K-^ is the cost per subprocess and K2 the cost per register then 

the cost a pipelined process, C^, is = Kpm + I^m as there are m 

subprocesses and each subprocess has an output register. The first 

input register is assumed to belong to the previous process. 

The cost per operation, 0^ , is 
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E 2*1 

°1N = C1 + P1N = (Klm + K2m) (m + N - 1) (Ts + Tc) 
- 

and effectiveness, , is 

E1N = I =  N  . 
XN
 0 (KL +K2)m(m + N - 1) (Ts +Tc) 

E 2*2 

The unpipelined process had the m subprocess but only one output 

register. Hence the cost of the unpipelined process, C0, is 

C0 = (K^m + K2) . It was shown in Chapter I that the 

thruput, Po, of an unpipelined process is given by 

Po = 1 
Tp + Ts 

E 2*3 

Tp is the processing time for the whole process and therefore equal 

to m X Tc. 

The cost per operation, Oo, then is 

Oo = Co Po = (K^m + K2) (Ts + Tp) , 
2-4 

and effectiveness is 

Eo = 1 =  1  
Oo (Kjm + K2) (TS + Tp) 

E 2-5 

From E 2*0 and E 2*3 it is clear that pipelined process has a much 

higher thruput compared to the unpipelined process. It is assumed 

that a subprocess has more complexity than à'register and in general 

will have more delay than a register. This implies that in most 

cases Tc > Ts. But Tc is the same as Tp, hence Tp> Ts. 

m m 

Therefore, Tp(N-l) > Ts for N > 1. 
m 
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That is 
» 

TpfN - n Cm - 1) > Ts(m - 1). 
m 

which can be written as 

N Tp - T£ (N - 1) - Tp > Ts (m - 1) + N Ts - NTs, 
m 

which is the same as 

(Tp + Ts) ^ fin + N - 1) ( T]3 + Ts ) . 
N m 

This reduces to 

Hence, P1N > Po. 

The cost per operation of a 

pipelined process can be higher, lower or the same as that of the 

unpipelined process depending on value of K-^, K^, Tp, Tc and N. 

However, if the ideal condition of N tending to infinity is considered, 

then the cost per operation for pipelined, denoted by Ojj), is 

°1D = (Klm + K2m)(Ts + Tp ), E 2*6 
m 

and effectiveness, E^, is given by 

E1D = 1  . . 
xu (K-,m + K2m) (Ts + Tp ) 

m 

This expression is the same as the performance/cost ratio for a pipe¬ 

lined process computed by Davidson (5) . 

Normally each subprocess will cost more than one register. That 

is, Then, noting that Tp > Tsm it is true that Tp K-^ > K2 Ts. 

Multiplying each side by (m - 1) gives 

Tp Kx (m - 1) > K2 TS (m - 1) . 
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This can be rewritten as K2 Ts + Tp K]^ 0 > K2 Ts m + Tp K^, 

which gives (Ki m + K_) ( Tp + Ts) > (KJL 0 + K2 0) (Tp + Ts) . 
m 

This is the same as Oo >0^. This says that for large N pipelining 

not only improves the thruput but each operation costs less. Ob¬ 

viously, in such case it would be a waste not to use a pipelined 

processI 

Two Dimensional Pipeline 

The two dimensional processes considered are regular arrays. 

In this section the simplest such array, the four neighbors array, 

is pipelined and analyzed. Regular arrays such as the one shown in 

Fig. 2*2 will be classified according to the number of neighbors 

each cell can have. This, of course, depends on the number of in¬ 

puts and the number of outputs on each cell. In Fig. 2.2 each cell 

has two inputs and two outputs, hence can have four neighboring 

cells. The array, therefore, is a four neighbor array. The pipe¬ 

lined arrays are shown in Fig. 2.3, Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.6. 

Analysis 

The unpipelined case is considered first. In all the subsequent 

analysis, it is assumed that the array has m row and n colums of cells. 

For the unpipelined array the output is available after execution of 

the cell with coordinates I = m, J = n. This means there is a delay 

of ( m + n - l)Tc, where Tc is the cell delay, from the input to the 

output. Considering the switching time, Ts, of the output register, 

the execution time of the array for an input, Tc, is 
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To = (m + n - 1) Tc + Ts 

where Tc is the execution time of each cell. Only one input is 

executed upon at a time. Therefore, the thruput, Po, is 

Po = 1 = 1  
To (m + n - 1) Tc + Ts 

E2*7 

There are mn cells and ( m + n ) output registers, one register on 

every line. If Ki is the cost per cell and K^ the cost per register, 

then the' cost of the array, Co, is 

Co = Ki mn + K2(M + n). 

Hence, cost per operation, Oo, is 

Oo = Co Po = [K-jmn + Kg(m + n) J [ (m + n - 1) Tc + TsJ 
E 2*8 

and effectiveness, Eo, is 

Eo = 1 =  1   
Oo pCjmn + Kg(m + n)"j £(m + n - l)Tc + TsJ 

E 2*9 

The row (or column) pipelined array can be treated as single dimen¬ 

sional pipeline, where a subprocess is a row (or a column) of cells. 

The processing time of each subprocess, Tj, is the same of processing 

time of a row of cells and switching time of the last output register. 

Therefore, 

Tj_ = n Tc + Ta 

as there are n cells in each row. The thruput, P1N> for N inputs can 

be obtained by substituting value of Tj in E 2*0, giving 

P1N "  1  
(m + n -1) (n Tc + Ts) 

E 2.10 

The number of registers required for pipelining is m(m + n + 1) as 
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indicated by Fig. 2.3. The cost, G, of the pipelined array is 

G = K-jmn + I^mOn + n + 1) 

The cost per operation, 0^, is 

Oj = G + Pi = + K2 (m + n + 1)J £(m + N - 1) (nTc + T 
E 2-11 

and effectiveness, Ei, is 

E-, = 1 
0X . E2-12 

For column pipelining the expressions can be obtained from E 2*10, 

E 2*11 and E 2*12 by merely interchanging m and n. In case of 

diagonal pipelining there are (m + n -1) subprocesses as shown in 

Fig. 2.5. The basic subprocess is essentially the cell itself. Even 

if a diagonal subprocess contains more than one cell, the cells are 

disjoint in the sense that they have no information lines between 

them. Therefore, the execution time for each subprocess is the 

execution time of each cell which is Tc together with output register 

switching time Ts. Ther for N inputs the thruput, P2N’ Chained 

from E 2*0 as 

2N (m + n - 1 + N - 1) (Tc + Ts) 
E 2-13 

The number of registers needed for pipelining are (m + n)2. So, the cost 

of the pipelined array, C2, is 

C2 = Kimn + K2 (m + n) 2 

Cost per operation, C^, is 

®2N = ^2 P2N = p^mn + K2(m + n) (m+n-l+N-1) (Tc + Ts) 

E 2*14 
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and effectiveness, E2N, is 

E
2N 

= 1 
0 
2N * 

In most cases it is observed that diagonal pipelining has a higher 

thruput and lower cost per operation. Generally, Tc, the cell exe¬ 

cution time is greater than Ts. Then it is true that 

(m + N)Tc > Ts, 

or (m + N) (n -l)Tc > (n - l)Ts, for n > 1. 

The condition can be put as 

(m + N - 1) (n - l)Tc + (n - 1) Tc > [(m+n+N-1 - (m+N-ljTs, 

which is m+n+N-1-1 ' (Tc + Ts) < m+N-1 (nTc + Ts) . 
N N 

This reduces to, 

I < I 
P2 P]_. Hence, P2 > P^. 

This says that diagonal pipelining always has higher thruput than row 

or column pipelining. The cost per operations vary with Kj, K^, Tc 

and Ts but in most cases it is found that diagonal pipelining gives 

a lesser cost per operation. 

In conclusion, then, diagonal pipelining is found to be a better 

way than other ways of pipelining a four neighborer array, hence, 

it will be the one used in all subsequent chapters. 
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Chapter III 

Generalized Diagonal Pipelining 

3-1 Introduction 

In this chapter, additional techniques of pipelining four 

neighbor arrays are examined. In Section 3-2 the concept of sub¬ 

dividing an array into subarrays, having more than one cell, and 

then pipelining it diagonally, is developed. In Section 3-3 the 

technique of Section 3-2 is implemented on arrays having 

i) bidirectional input and 

ii) unidirectional input. 

The analysis in terms of thruput, cost per operation and effectiveness 

is presented. Further analysis is carried out to derive bounds on 

the number of inputs such that, given the bounds and the actual 

number of inputs, one can select the best way to pipeline the array. 

3-2 Pipelining at Subarray Level 

As noted earlier, the basic subprocess in diagonal pipelining 

of an array is the cell itself. However, diagonal pipelining need 

not be restricted to the cell level. The array can be subdivided into 

subarrays, each having more than one cell, thus forming an array of 

subarrays as shown in Fig. 3.1. This is pipelined diagonally using 

the technique explained in Chapter II. It will be seen later that 

in many cases pipelining at the level of subarrays is more effective. 

It must be noted here that subdivision of an array into subarrays 

could very well include the case of a subarray being a cell, in 

which case the subdivision of the array is maximal and the pipelined 
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array will be referred to as a maximally pipelined array. 

For generality, it is assumed that the array has tmT rows and 

TnT columns of cells and it is subdivided into subarrays having tlt 

rows and TkT columns. It is clear that if L = m and k = n then the 

array is not pipelined because there is only one subarray which is 

the array itself. Similarly, 1=1 and k = 1 represents the maxi¬ 

mally pipelined array because the subarrays are the cells themselves. 

Depending* on the size of the array, not all values of L and k 

will evenly divide m and n. Given arbitrary values of 1 and k, it 

may not be possible to subdivide the array as shown in Fig. 3.1. 

This problem is avoided by using a subdivision given in Fig. 3.2 

Here, all the subarrays except for maybe the last row and/or the 

last column have L rows and k columns. If 1 does not evenly divide 

m and if the remainder after the division of m by L is r-^, the last 

row of subarrays will have r-^ rows of cells. Similarly, if k does 

not evenly divide n and generates the remainder V2, then, the last 

column of subarrays will have columns of cells. The subdivided 

array is then pipelined by inserting a register on every line at the 

output of every subarray and putting offset registers at the input 

and output of the array as shown in Fig. 3.2. The offset registers 

merely delay certain input and output information bits so that all 

bits of an output are available at the same time and all the bits of 

an input reach a given cell at the same time. 
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3-3 Bidirectional Input Array 

The pipelined array shown in Fig. 3.2 will be referred to as 

Bidirectional Input Array. The justification for this is that the 

inputs to the array are along both directions of information flow change. 

If, however, one of the input sides is held at â constant value then 

the array will be referred to as a Unidirectional Input Array. This 

is shown in Fig. 3.3. 

Analysis of a bidirectional input array. 

In all the subsequent analysis} a stage of the pipelined array 

will comprise a subarray and any registers on the output lines of 

the subarray, as assumed earlier for a single dimensional pipeline. 

The average execution time of a stage of the pipeline is the. exe¬ 

cution time of the subarray added to the switching time of the output 

registers. If this time is denoted by Tg^, then 

where Tc is the cell delay. There are f”î +fh - 1 * stages in the 

pipelined array. The processing time of the full pipelined array, T^, 

is 

If N inputs are considered, the total processing time, by the same 

reasoning given in Chapter II, is 

TSA = Ts + (l+k-l)Tc, 

(N-l) X Tja + TA . 

* |mA refers to the ceiling or the closest larger integer if mA. 

has a fractional part. 
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The average execution time per input, Tav, is 

Tav = TA + (N-1)TSA . 

N 

which is 

Tav = è[rrrrl+N-l][ (L+k-l)Tc +, Ts 

]• 
E 3-1 

The thruput is merely the inverse of the execution time per input. 

The thruput, P1N’ for N inputs is 

P1N = 1 N 
Tav £|m + jn - 1 + N - lJ^(l+k-l)Tc + TsJ 

E 3-2 

From Fig. 3.2 it can be seen that the number of registers needed is 

(m + n)( [m + fn ). The number of cells in the array is mn. If the 
I 1 Ik 

cost per cell is and the cost per register is Kg then the cost of 

the pipelined array, Ci, is 

C-i - Kjmn + Kp(m + n) (fm + fn ) . 
• 1 Ik 

Thus, the cost per operation, OIN, is given by 

°1N =C1 "*■ P1N* 

= 1J” K-^mn + K2 (m+n) H+ ®][i!Tr I + H-I]X 

fCh+k-l)Tc + Ts] * 
L J E 3*3 

The effectiveness of the system, is merely the inverse of the 

cost per operation and is 

ElN = I 

°1N 
E 3-4 

The expressions E 3-3 and E 3*4 are very complicated and few conclusions 

can be drawn about optimal values of L and k for achieving the lowest 
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cost per operation. Therefore, some simplifying assumptions are 

made. Firstly, in most cases the cell processing time is much larger 

than the switching time of a register. Hence, in the expression 

(l+k-l)Tc + Ts the value of Ts will be ignored and the expression 

will be approximated by (l+k-l)Tc. 

Secondly, the delay term, due to the first input having to 

process through an empty pipeline, T^, will be approximated by its 

minimum value. That is, instead of T& = (|m + |n - 1 )((l+k-l)Tc + Ts) , 
1 k 

the value will be taken as TA at 1 = 1., k =»' 1 and 1 = m, k = n. This 

makes the subsequent analysis easier but also makes the bounds, computed 

for number of inputs looser. 

Under the two assumptions E 3*3 reduces to 

°1N = I [l^mn + K2(m + n)(|m + p) J|(m+n-l)Tc+ (N-l) (l+k)Tc 

which can be rewritten as a function of 1 and k as 

^ vl 

where 

0lN = ,KX ( A +|m +Jn ) (B+l+k) 

K-*- = N-l x KoOn+n) X Tc, 
N 

A = Kjrnn 

K2(m+n) , 

and B = (m+n-1) - 1. 
(N-l) 

E 3-5 

The expression E 3*5, also, does not give a closed form solution for 

the optimal values of 1 and k for obtaining the smallest cost per 

operation, so two extreme conditions will be examined. 

i) When is it more advantageous, in terms of effectiveness, not 

to have pipelining; and 

ii) When is maximal pipelining the most effective! 
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The cost per operation for no, pipelining can be obtained from E 3*5 

by substituting the values L = m and k = n. If this cost is repre¬ 

sented by Ojjj(m,n), it is then given by 

OlN (m»n) = K^(A + 2) (B+m+n) . 

To have no pipelining as the most effective case it must be that cost 

per operation for all the other values of 1 and k must be greater 

than 0^(m,n), which means 0^ ^ 0^(nt,n). This can be expanded as 

KX(A + |m + |n ) (B+l+k) £ K1(A+2) (B+m+n) , C 3-1 
1 k 

where 1 and k range between 1 and m and 1 and n respectively. 

C 3*1 can be rewritten as 

If the maximum values of the expressions on the right hand side are 

taken then the inequality will hold for all values of 1 and k. 

The condition, then, can be simplified*to 
2 

B £ (,/ïh - /n ) + A (m-1) for m ^ n > 
2 

or, B ^ (/m — yH ) • + A (n-1) for n ^ m * 
C 3*2 

If the expressions for A and B are substituted in C 3*2 than a con¬ 

dition for number of inputs, N, can be derived as 

N ^ 1 + m+n-1   
1 + ( /rh - Vn ) ^ + Ki mn T-. ~ v J x (m-1) for m ^ n 

K2 (m+n) 

and N > 1 + m+n-3    
T + (/m - Æ ) 2 + K}mn 

K2 (m+n) 
(n-1) 

for n ^ m. 

C 3.3 

*The maximum values of the righthand side expressions are derived in 

Appendix I. 
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The equality gives an upper bound, NuG, on the number of inputs. If 

the actual number of inputs is less than or equal to NuG then it is 

more effective not to pipeline the array. The value of NuG is 

and 

NuG = 1 + m+n-1   
1 + (✓m - /n ) ^ + Kimn fa-],-) for m ? n, 

K2 (m+n) 

NuG = 1 + mtn-1 for n 

1 + (/m - Sh. ) ^ + Kimn 
£ m. 

K2 (m+n) 
(n-1) 

E 3* 6a 

Considering the other extreme, we want maximal pipelining to be 

most effective. If cost per operation, using the earlier notation, 

for maximal pipelining is represented by Ojjg(l,l) then the condition 

can be written as 

°1N ^ OINC
1
»
1
) • 

C>IN(1,1) can be obtained from E 3*5 by putting in 1 = 1, k = l. 

This gives 

01N(1,1) = K
1 (A+m+n) (B+2) . 

Then,C 3*4 can be written as 

K^(A + fm + fn ) (B+l+k) ^ K-*- (A+m+n) (B+2) • 
ll Ik 

That is, A(l+k-2) > 2(m+n) - (1+k) (fm +fn ) + B(m+n-[m - In ) . 
Il 'K 'l 'K 

That is, A ^ 2 (m+n) - (1+k) ( fm + fn ) + B (m+n - |m - fn ) 
•l 'k ll 'k 

(1+k-2) (1+k-2) 

If the maximum values of expressions on the righthand side are taken, 

as done earlier, then the condition simplifies to 

A ■%. (/m - /n ) 2 + B m for m ^ n 
2 
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and 

A ^ (Vm - /h ) ^ + Bn for n 5 m 
2 C 3-5 

This can be rewritten as 

Bn -(^/m - i/n)2 + A, 
2 " 

or, B ^ A - f/m - /n ~)^ 
n 
2 

Substituting the expressions for B and A, the condition can be 

written as a bound for N, denoted by NQQ, as 

NCG = fm+n-l~)  + 1 for n ? m, 
1 + 2 Kimn - (/m - Sh ) 2 

n K2 (m+n) 

or, nCG = fm+n-1-)  +1 for m ^ n. 
1 + 2 Kjjnn - ( /lîi - /h )2 

m K2 (m+n) 
E 3* 6b 

The condition C 3*6 implies that if the number of inputs is greater 

than NCG, then it definitely pays to maximally pipeline the system. 

Note maximal pipelining already has the advantage of having maximum 

thruput, so C 3*6 makes maximal pipelining the best way to use the 

array. 

If the number of inputs happens to lie within the range NuG £ N < NQG 

then it is advisable to t ake the original expression E 3*2 and eval¬ 

uate the cost per operation for all combinations of possible values 

of 1 and k and find out which gives the least cost per operation. 

It is entirely possible that the least cost per operation may be 

for no pipelining or maximal pipelining. Also it must be noted that 

if thruput is important to the designer then obviously pipelining is 

more advantageous, and maximal pipelining is the best. 
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Case 2 Unidirectional - Input Array 

This array is essentially the same as the one discussed earlier 

except that the inputs along one of the directions of flow of infor¬ 

mation are held at a constant value as shown in Fig. 3*3. The dif¬ 

ference is in the number of registers required to pipeline the sub¬ 

divided array. Along the side where inputs are held constant no 

offset registers are needed. The subdivision into subarrays is the 

same as the one done for the bidirectional input array. 

The thruput, denoted by P2N» the same as P-^ and is givenby 

P2N = H  
fm + In - 1 + N - 1) ( (1+k-l) Tc + Ts ) 

*k 
E 3*7 

The number registers used for pipelining, denoted by MR, is 

M^ = (m+n) |n + n|m 

and the number of cells, denoted by Mc, is 

Me = mn 

If is the cost per cell and Kg the cost per register, then 

the cost of the pipelined array, represented by is 

C2 = K-imn + Kp ' ( (m+n) fn + nlm ) 
•k . 

The cost per operation, denoted by Og^j, is given by 

°2N = C2 “ P2N 

= (K^mn + K2(m+n) |n 

(fin + [h -1 + N-1H (1+k-l)Tc + Ts) 
_!_i__!k  

N 
E 3*8 

and the effectiveness of the pipelined system, represented by 
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E2N 15 

E™ “ JL_ 2N n— 
°2N • 

E 3*9 

If the same two assumptions made for Case 1 are made here then the 

expression for cost per operation reduces to 

°2N = |"K^mn + Kg ( (m+n) |"h + n|"m' m+n-1 Tc 
N 

+ nsr-i') (i+k-i)Tcl 
N J 

Taking out some constant factors, the expression as a function of 

1 '.and k is 

~ ^ l. «■ T Viirny I _ 
'k '1 

®2N = ^ ( A + (m+n) I’ll + n |m ) ( B+l+k) 
Ik ll 

E 3«9 

where K
1
 = K2TC N^l 

N , 

A = K]mn 

, 

B = m+n-1 - 1 
N-l 

effectiveness will also simplify to 

E
2N “ I “ 

Û2N KE (A + (m+n) Fn + nfm) jB+1+1) Ik ll Ik '1 E 3-10 

Again as done earlier, the bounds for N will be derived by considering 

no pipelining and maximal pipelining as the most effective methods. 

The cost per operation of no pipelining can be obtained from E 3*9 by 

setting 1 = m and k = n. The value, denoted by 0^(m,n) is 

Ü2N (m>n) = K^(A+m+n + n ) (B+ m + n) 

The cost per operation for arbitrary values of 1 and k will be 

denoted by 02jj(l,k) and is the same as E 3*9. 
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If no pipelining has least cost per operation then it follows that 

*^2N (m»n) ^ * 

for values of 1 and k in the range 1 4 1 % m and 1 <£ k % n. 

The condition can be written as 

K^(A + (m+n) fn + nfm ) (B+l+k) ^ K^(A+2n+m ) (B+m+n) 
'k *1 

Simplifying, as done for Case 1, the condition reduced to 

B ^ (m-1) (/m - /m+n ) ^ + m(m-l) (n-m) +A fn-1) 
n m+n 

C 3*7 

If the expression from E 3*9 for B is substituted, then on simpli¬ 

fication, a bound for number of inputs, denoted by NuG, can be 

obtained as 

NuG = 1 + m+n-1   , 
1 + (m-1) (yîri - ✓m+n ) ^ + m (m-1) (n-m) + A (n-1) 

n n+m 

E 3*11a 

If N < NuG then no pipelining is the most effective way of using 

the array. The other bound for N can be obtained by considering max¬ 

imal pipelining to be most effective. Maximal pipelining is nothing 

but the case of pipelined array where 1 = 1, k = 1 so the cost per 

operation can be obtained from E 3*9 by putting L = 1, k = l. If 

the cost per operation for maximal pipelining is denoted by 

C>2N (1*1) then it is given by, 

02^(1 »1) = K^( A + (m+n)n + nm) (B+2) 

For maximal pipelining to be the most effective it must have at least 

cost per operation. Thus, 

^2N^’^ ^ C>2N 

for values of L and k given by 1^1» 4 m and 1 $ k 4 n. 

Putting in the expressions for the costs, the condition becomes 

K
1
 (A + (m+n) pn + npiV) (B+L+k) £ K

1
 (A+n

2
+2mn) (B+2) 

k 



Using the same techniques as earlier this inequality can be simpli¬ 

fied to 

2 
A ^ n(^m - /m+n ) + Bn fm+n) 

2 
C 3*9 

which gives 

B < 2  X (A - n (Vm - /m+n ) . 
" n( m+n) 

Substituting the expression for B from E 3*9, the inequality reduces 

to 

m+n-1 - 1 < 2 X (A - n(/m - /m+n )2 ) 
N-l '* n (m+n) * 

which gives 

N ^  m+n-1  
' 1 + 2 (A - n(yfii -/m+n) 2) + 1 

n (m+n) 

The equality gives a lower bound for the number of inputs, denoted 

by NQQ, and is 

nCG = m+n-1 
1 + 2 rK]mn - n(./m -/m+n )2 

+ 1 

n (m+n) K2 
E 3«lib 

If the number of inputs is greater than or equal to NCG then maximal 

pipelining is the most effective way to use the array. 

In conclusion, the technique developed in this chapter can be 

regarded as generalized diagonal pipelining because it includes no 

pipelining and maximal pipelining as special cases. The important 

expressions are E 3*2, E 3*3, E 3*6, E 3*6b for bidirectional input 

array and E 3*7, E_3*_8, E 3* 11a and E 3‘lib for unidirectional input 

array. From these expressions the best way, in terms of thruput or 

in terms of cost per operation, hence effectiveness, of pipelining 
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a given array can be determined. If cost per operation is the major 

factor then the expressions for the bounds for the number of inputs 

gives an easy way to check if maximal pipelining or no pipelining is 

most effective. If N lies between the two bounds then E 3*3(or E 3*7) 

can be evaluated for all values of 1 and k and the optimal cost per 

operation can be obtained. 

In comparing bidirectional input and unidirectional input, it 

can be seen that unidirectional input array for a given L and k is 

more effective. 

Both have the same thruput, for a given array and a given 1 and k 

but the unidirectional input array requires less number of registers 

hence has lower cost per operation. However, the two cases represent 

two different kinds of cases of the array and it may not be justified 

to compare them on any basis. It might be noted here that bidirec¬ 

tional input and unidirectional input will, mostly, have their lowest 

cost per operation at different values of L and k. 
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Chapter IV 

Large Neighbour Arrays 

4-1 Introduction 

In this chapter, pipelining of six neighbour and eight neighbour 

arrays is examined. In Section 4-2 six neighbour arrays are pipe¬ 

lined using the techniques developed earlier in Chapter II and Chap¬ 

ter III. Section 4-3 describes the pipelining of eight neighbour 

arrays and discusses the problems encountered with pipelining arrays 

with cells having a large number of neighbours. 

4-2 Forward Six Neighbour Array 

Fig. 4.1 shows a six-neighbour array. It is referred to as a 

six neighbour array because every cell in the array has 3 distinct 

inputs and 3 distinct outputs, and may have six cells as its neigh¬ 

bours. The array shown in Fig. 4.1 will be referred to as a Forward 

six neighbour array as the directions of information flow moves 

across the same diagonal planes, as opposed to the array shown in 

Fig. 4.4 which will be referred to as a Reverse six neighbour array. 

The numbers in the cells in Fig. 4.1 indicate the time cycle in 

which the corresponding cell will process the information. It is 

also assumed that one time cycle is enough time for any cell to com¬ 

pletely process its inputs and produce the outputs. It is easily 

seen that the sequence in which various cells execute is exactly the 

same as for a four neighbour array. It is. natural to use the same 

diagonal pipelining technique here as was used for the four neighbour 

array. Hence the subdivision is exactly the same as shown in Fig. 2.5 

However, extra registers are needed for diagonal lines of information 
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flow. Further, the diagonal lines will have one more register to 

delay the information by one time cycle because the vertical and 

horizontal inputs have to go through one more cell than the diagon¬ 

al inputs if started from the same cell. The pipelined array is 

shown in Fig. 4.2. Actually, the more generalized technique of 

Chapter III can be used here. Because the forward six neighbour array 

is the same as the four neighbor array as far as the sequence of cell 

operations goes, it is possible'to feubdivide the array of Fig. 4.1 into sut 

arrays, as explained in Chapter III, and pipeline it. The pipelined 

array is shown in Fig. 4.3. It is subdivided into subarrays having 

1 rows and k columns of cells. 

The thruput is the same as that for a four neighbour array of 

the same size because the addition of diagonal lines does not affect 

the execution sequence of the cells. Thus, if thruput is represented 

by PgN for N inputs, it is the same as 
P1N which is 

P3N = P1N “ 
N 

(fin + [n - 1 + N - 1) ( (l+k-l)Tc + Ts) 
'1 *k 

E 4*1 

The number of registers can be figured out from Fig. 4.3 and, if 

denoted by M^, it is 

1^ = (2n + 2m - 1) ( Jm +|n ) 
1 k . 

This is the same as MR for four neighbour arrays except for the con¬ 

stant term (2n+2m-l) instead of (m+n) . The number of cells is mn. 

If the cost per cell is K-^, and cost per register is Kg then the 

total cost of the pipelined array, C^, is 

Cg = Kjmn + K2(2n+2m-l) (jm +ph ) 
lk. 
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It can be seen that the expression for cost as similar to the cost ex¬ 

pression of a four neighbour array except for the constant (2n+2m-l) 

instead of (m+n) . The thruputs are the same, as mentioned earlier. 

Therefore in all subsequent expression it will be the same as those of 

four neighbour arrays except for the difference of constant mentioned 

above. 

The cost per operation, represented by Ogjj, is 

E 4*2 

and effectiveness denoted by E^, is given by 

E
3N 

=
 I . 

°3N 

The two assumptions used in Chapter III are made here also. The 

cost per operation is then reduced to 

°3N = K1 (A + [m + |n ) (B+L+k) 

where , K1 = N^l X Te X K2 (2n+2m-l) * 
N 

A = K^rnn 

K2 (2n+2m-l) 

B = m+n-1 - 1 
N-l 

and effectiveness is given by 

E 4-4 

E 4-5 
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If analysis for bounds of N is carried out in the same manner as for 

the four neighbour array the bounds will be exactly the same except 

for a change in the value of ’A*. Then the expressions are given 

here without any detailed derivation. 

1) For no pipelining to be most effective the condition 03,2 can 

be rewritten for the current case as 

B ? ( >/m - •/n + A(m-1) , for m ^ n, 

and B^(\/m - yh ) ^ + A (n-1), for n ^ m 

and A = K^mn 

K2(2n+2m-l) 
C 4*1 

This can be simplified to give a condition for the number of inputs N, 

as 

N < 1 + m+n-1 for m > n 
1 + ( yin - yh ) + K^mn(n-l) 

K2 (2n+2m-l) 
C 4*2 

If the equality is taken then an upper bound,denoted by Nub,is obtained. 

If the number of inputs is less than Nub then no pipelining is the 

most effective way to use the array. The value of Nub is 

Nub =1 + m+n-1 

and 

1 + (yh - /h )* + KjmnCm-l) for m £ n, 

Nub = 1 + m+n-1 

K2(2n+2m-l) 

1+ (/m - /n )c + K-^mn (n-1) for n $ m. 

K2 (2n+2m-l) 
E 4-6 

2) If maximal pipelining is desired to be most effective then 

condition C^can be rewritten for the array being considered as 

A ^ (yh - /a + Bm for m £ n 
2 
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and 
C 4-3 

A ? (7m - 7n )d + Bn for n j ni , 
2 

where A = Kjjnn 

K2 (2n+2m-l) 

and B = m+n-1 - 1 
N-l 

The corresponding condition for the number of inputs is 

N > m+n-1 + 1 for n m. 

n L 
1+2 fKimn 

K2 (2n+2m-l) 
- (/n - </n )2J 

The equality gives a lower bound, %£>» which is 

€:b =   
1 + 2rK^mn 

nL K2(2n+2m-l) 
(Jrn -Jn ) 2J 

+ 1 for n >. m 

and N _ =  m+n-1    

- (/fii - /n ) 2J for m n • 

E 4.7 

As explained earlier, if the number of inputs is greater than or equal 

to Nt,b» then maximal pipelining is the most effective way to use the 

array. 

ID 1 + 2 
m 

[Kimn 

LK2(2n+2m-l) 

Reverse Six Neighbour Array 

Fig. 4*4 shows a reverse six neighbour array having m rows and 

n columns. The numbers in the cells indicate the sequence in which 

the cells execute. From these numbers no particular pattern can be 

discerned. However, if the array is redrawn as shown in Fig. 4.5 it 

can be seen that it qan be diagonally pipelined in the same way as 

a forward six neighbour array. However, because of the diagonal 

shape it is not possible to subdivide the array into subarrays as 
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done earlier, so the subdivision will be to the level of the cell. 

Thus the pipelined array is maximally pipelined. 

From Fig. 4.5 it can be easily inferred that the number of registers. 

required for an m by n reverse six neighbour array is considerably 

larger than those for an m by n forward array. In this case the 

number of registers, MR, is 

MR = 2n^ + 3m^ + 4nm - 3n + 1 -3rn . 

The thruput for the unpipelined case, represented by P^, is then 

P4 = 1 = . 1  

TA (n+2m-2)Tc + Ts 

This is obviously independent of the number of inputs, as no sharing 

of processing time is done for the inputs.. For the pipelined case, 

the average processing time per input is dependent on the number of 

inputs. Applying the reasoning used earlier, in Chapter III, the 

average processing time can be deduced to be 

(n+2m-2) (Tc + Ts*) + fN-D (Tc + Ts1) 
N . 

The thruput is then the inverse of this average timeJf P represents 

this thruput then it is given by 

P..vr = N 
4N (n+2m-2) (Tc + Ts) + (N-l) (Tc + Ts) 

E 4.8 

The number of cells is m x n. 

If K-^ is the cost per cell and Kg the cost per register, then the 

cost of a pipelined array, denoted by C^, is 

C4 = K]mn + Kg(2n^ +3m^ + 4nm - 3n - 3m + 1). 

Fig. 4.5 represents a forward array, only it is skewed. So, the basic 

subprocess time is the same as for a maximally pipelined forward array 
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of Fig. 4.2, but the total process time is different because now 

there are more subprocesses. For an m by n array the number of 

subprocesses is (n + 2m - 2) which is greater than the number of 

subprocesses in the earlier case. It was (m + n - 1) for the 

straight forward array. This will lower the thruput. 

For the unpipelined case, Fig. 4.4, the processing time for 

one input, represented by T^,is Tjy = (n + 2m - 2) Tc + Ts where 

Tc is execution time for a single cell and Ts is the switching time 

of the register. 

The cost per operation for the pipelined array, represented by 0^, is 

°4N " C4 7 P4N • 

That is, 

®4N = •^lmn + -^2 (2n^’‘ +3m2 + 4nm - 3n - 3m + 1) X 

fn+2m-2’) (Tc + Tsl + fN-D fTc + Tsl 
N 

E 4-9 
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E 4*10 

The effectiveness, represented by E^,is given by 

E4N “ 

The cost of an unpipelined system, represented by C5, is the cost 

of the input and output registers and the cost of the cells as shown 

in Fig. 4*4. It is 

C5 = K^rnn + K2(4m+4n-2) 

The cost per operation, represented by O5, is 

05 = C5 -5- P5 
. 1 

= (Kimn + K2(Mm+4n-2) ) X r (n+2m-2)Tc + Ts ) • 
E 4 10 

The effectiveness, divided by E5, is 

e5 = 
0C 

E 4-11 

4-3 Eight Neighbour and Larger Arrays 

Fig. 4.6 shows an eight neighbour array and the sequence of 

execution of the cells in the unpipelined case. It was already ob¬ 

served in the case of the reverse six neighbour array that pipelining 

is difficult but can be accomplished by redrawing the array and using 

more registers. If the sequence of execution of cells for ait eight 

neighbour array is examined, it is found to be exactly the same as 

for the six neighbour array having the same number of rows and columns. 

This suggests that an eight neighbour array may be pipelined by re¬ 

drawing the array in the same manner as was done for the reverse six 

neighbour array with addition of some information lines. It can 

already be seen that the number of registers required is considerably 
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more than for a straight forward six neighbour array. Fig. 4*7 indi¬ 

cates the registers inserted on the various information lines to 

achieve the diagonal pipelining. It can be seen on sane information 

lines there has to be three registers to delay the information so 

that it is available during the right time cycle. The thruput is 

the same as that for a reverse six neighbour array. There is, ob¬ 

viously, some advantage in thruput for a large number of inputs. 

However, it is quite likely that the cost per operation for pipelined 

array may be greater or not very significantly smaller than the cost 

per operation for the unpipelined case. 

If arrays with a larger number of neighbours per cell are con¬ 

sidered it is quite likely that the technique of diagonal pipelining 

may not be applicable at all. Row or column pipelining, if possible, 

could be used. 
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Chapter V 

Implementation Example 

5-1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the usefulness of the techniques and analysis 

developed earlier is illustrated by pipelining a multiplier and 

showing that the pipelined array is more effective and faster than 

many available multipliers. 

Section 5-2 explains the functioning of an n bit array multiplier 

and how pipelining is achieved in it. To get down to the actual im¬ 

plementation level certain available circuits are selected and their 

time delays and costs are used as representative data for the analy¬ 

sis. A comparison is made with existing fast multipliers. 

Section 5-3 presents the conclusions that can be drawn from the 

analysis given in Section 5-2. 

5-2 Pipelined Array Multiplier 

There are many algorithms that could be used to implement 

multiplication. The one used here is the simple add and shift tech¬ 

nique. The algorithm is 

i) Check .the first bit of the multiplier, starting from the 

least significant bit. If this bit is 1, add the multiplicand to 

the sum, else add zero to the sum. Shift the multiplicand one bit to 

the left, thus effectively multiplying by two; 

ii) Check the next bit of the multiplier. If it is 1 then add 

the multiplicand to the sum, else add zero to the sum. Shift multi¬ 

plicand to the left by one bit. 

iii) Repeat step(ii) until there are no more bits in the multi¬ 

plier. 
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Consider, as an example, two numbers 101 and .010, 101 being the 

multiplicand and 010 the multiplier. The multiplication would be 

carried out as follows: initially sum = 000 and multiplicand = 101, 

Step (i) 010 the arrow points to the multiplier bit being 

examined; multiplier bit is zero so add zero to the sum; sum = 000, 

multiplicand = 1010. 

Step (ii) 010 multiplier bit is 1; sum = 1010, multiplicand = 

10100. 

Step (ii) (repeated) 010 multiplier bit is 0. Sum = 1010, 

Multiplicand = 101000. 

The end result = sum = 1010. 

Fig. 5.1 shows an implementation of the algorithm using one bit full 

adders. The multiplicand is entered on the diagonal input lines, 

thus realizing a shift as it is propagated on from one row to another. 

The multiplier is centered along the horizontal lines. The other 

horizontal line transmits the 'carry* bit. The vertical lines 

propagate the sum which is set tbs' zeroiattheinput.At each row the 

shifted multiplicand is available to be added to the sum. If the 

multiplier bit is 1 then the multiplicand is gated to the adder, 

otherwise zero gets added to the sum. The array is the same, struc¬ 

turally, as a redrawn reverse six neighbour array and can be pipe¬ 

lined in the same fashion. 

Fig. 5.2 shows a pipelined multiplier. The register is inserted 

in the same way as for the redrawn reverse six neighbour array, ex¬ 

cept for zero inputs on some of the lines and using the final carry 
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in each row as the most significant bit of the sum. The multiplier 

is assumed, for generality, to be an TmT by tmt array. 

The total number of registers used is 

§-(19m2 - 3m) 
p 

The number of cells is m . 

If 3.s the cost per cell and K2 the cost per register, the total 

cost, represented by C]_, will be 

C1 = KLm2 + K2 (19m2 - 3m) . 
2~ 

L 
For the unpipelined case, only single registers for the input and 

the output are needed. The number of registers needed = 6m. So the 
2 

cost of array, Co, is (K^m + K26m) . 

The thruput for the unpipelined case can be found from the pro¬ 

cessing time for one input because there is only one input in the 

multiplier at a time. If Tav is the representation of this time, 

then it is given by the same expression used for a reverse six neigh¬ 

bour array, except that n = m. Thus, 

Tav = (3m-2)Tc + Ts, 

and the thruput, represented by Po, is 

Po = 1  
(3m-2)Tc + Ts # 

E 5-1 

where Tc is the execution time of each cell and Ts the switching time 

of the register. 

The thruput for the pipelined case can, similarly, be obtained 

from E 4*8 by substituting m=n. If the thruput for N inputs is P^, then 

 £!  
(3m-2) (Tc + Ts) + (N-l) (Tc + Ts) 

E 5*2 
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The cost per operation for the unpipelined case, Oo, is 

That is, 

Oo = Co 4- Po. 

Oo = (K^m2 + 6K2IT1) ( (3m-2) Tc +Ts) 
E 5*3 

For the pipelined case, the cost per operation for N inputs, 0^, *S 

°1N 
=( Klm2 + K2 (19ra2 " 3n0 ) (3m-2+N-l) (Tc + Ts) 

N 
E 5*4 

If N is very large then the thruput for the pipelined case, repre¬ 

sented by P1D’ is 

P1D = 1 
(Ts + Tc) 

E 5-5 

Correspondingly the cost per operation, 0^D, is 

2 p 
°1D = (Klm + k2 (19m -3m)) (Ts + Tc) . 

2~ E 5-6 

To get a representative set of values for costs and the time figures 

of the cell and the register, various circuits were examined. At 

the time of writing of this thesis, ECL circuits were found to be 

the fastest; hence suitable circuits, which could be used for imple¬ 

menting the multiplier, were selected out of Fairchild ECL family 

of circuits as shown in the following table. 

Name and Type Delay in 
Nanosec 

Cost per Unit 

2 Bit Adder 
FIARCHILD 95 H84 

4.5 $14.50 

Dual D Flipflop 
FAIRCHILD 95 H28 

3.84 $6.10 $3.00 
per flipflop 

Quad and gates 
FAIRCHILD 9507 

2.6 $2.85 $0.75 
per gate 
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From the information given above it can be seen that is around 

$15.25 and K2 is around $3.00. So for simplicity, Kj/Kp will be 

taken as 5. Similarly Ts is approximately 4ns and Tc is approximately 

7 ns. Using these figures the ratios of thruput and effectiveness 

were computed for various values of m, assuming N tending to infinity. 

The results are given in Table 5.2. 

It can be easily seen from the ratios that pipelining the multiplier 

not only increases the thruput considerably but decreases the cost 

per operation, also. 

However, in most practical circumstances the number of inputs 

may not be very large. So it is advantageous to know how small the 

number of inputs can be for pipelining to be effective. For the 

number of inputs being considered we want the pipelined multiplier 

to have less cost per operation than the cost per operation for the 

unpipelined case. That is 

°° ^ °1N ‘ 
This can be written as 

Oo^ (K.m2 + K2 (19M2-3m) ) (Tc + Ts) (3m-3+N) 
2~ N 

That is, Oo ^ 0^ f 3m-3 +1) 

That is N ^ 3m-3 
? Oo - 1 

°1D 

The lower bound, N^» is then obtained from the equality 

NPI, = 3m-3 
(Oo - 1 ) 

°1D 

E 5*7 

E 5-8 
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The ratio jOo for relevant values of m can be obtained from Table 5.2 

°1D 

Quantities of interest where number of inputs = are thruput, time 

per operation and how these two measures compare with the values 

for*unpipelined case. Table 5*3 gives the relevant results. 

5-3 Conclusions 

Looking at the average execution time per operation the pipelined 

multiplier is an 11 ns multiplier as long as the number of inputs is 

very large. This time is independent of the number of bits being 

multiplied. For environments where there is a constant load on the 

multiplier, this pipelined array multiplier is very well suited. 

Fast multipliers available in industry are generally in the 

range of 40 - 100 ns multiplication time for 16 bit numbers. One 

such fast multiplier designed at MIT by Pezaris (6) has a 40 ns exe¬ 

cution time for a 17 bit by 17 bit multiplication. That is also an 

array multiplier but it is not pipelined. In comparison then the 

pipelined array multiplier stands out as very fast. 

There is, however, the restriction of N tending to infinity. 

In actual use the number of inputs available may not be very large. 

From Table 5*3 it can be seen that if there are at least 5 inputs 

then it is still effective to pipeline the multiplier. For a 16 bit 

array multiplier the execution time increases to 110 ns which is 

much slower than 11 ns, but this the worst case analysis. It must 

be noticed here that 5 inputs is not a very large number at all and 

is encountered in most computing requirements. From the expression 

E 5*2 it can be seen that for any number of inputs greater than 17 
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the execution time is less than 40 ns for a 16 bit multiplier. 

In conclusion the pipelined array multiplier illustrates the 

techniques of pipelining arrays and the advantages of doing so. From 

the analysis it can be seen that a pipelined array multiplier is 

ideally situated for large computing environment where the multiplier 

is expected to have a large load all the time. 
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Chapter VI 

Conclusions 

6-1 Introduction 

This chapter summarizes the results of this thesis and suggests 

directions for further research. 

6-2 Summary of Results 

In this thesis we have developed and analyzed techniques of pipe¬ 

lining array structures. The techniques were developed based only 

on the structural nature of the array and not on the actual system 

represented by a cell. Specifically, on the basis of the inherent 

pattern of flow of information in four neighbour array the technique 

of diagonal pipelining was developed. This was further generalized 

to implement pipelining at the subarray level. The generalized 

diagonal pipelining technique is significant because it includes all 

the possible techniques of pipelining the array. No pipelining, row 

pipelining, column pipelining and maximal pipelining are special cases 

of the generalized diagonal pipelining and are realized by choosing 

appropriately sized 'subarrays. 

It was also shown that the same technique can be used to pipe¬ 

line six and eight neighbour arrays. 

These techniques were analyzed on the basis of three measures, 

thruput, cost per operation and effectiveness. The three measures 

relate very closely to real life factors which can be of interest 

to a user or a designer. Cost per operation relates directly to 

the total cost of running a job. Thruput relates directly to the 

total execution time of a job. Effectiveness was defined to put 
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across the idea of trying to achieve lower cost per operation in a 

positive way. 

Most previous research on pipelining assumed that the system 

operates under the ideal conditions of infinite inputs available at 

call so that pipelines are assumed to always work at their maximum 

rate all the time. To get a more realistic picture the effect of 

a finite input stream was studied on the three measures defined in the 

thesis. It was found that very realistic bounds on the number of 

inputs could be derived. Using these,the best way to pipeline could 

be easily decided. The usefulness of these measures and techniques 

was illustrated by pipelining an array multiplier which could be 

used in a real-life computing system at speeds comparable 01? better 

than existing multipliers. 

At this point it is appropriate to point out that there is con¬ 

siderable literature on the array circuits that can be used in com¬ 

puting systems and on advantages of using arrays. However, not many 

array circuits have been implemented in actual computer systems 

because of the slow speed of operation of arrays. In light of that 

the most significant contribution of this thesis is in demonstrating 

that pipelining can be used to speed up the arrays considerably and 

do so at a reasonable cost. 

Future Research 

In Chapter III conditions were derived for the generalized diag¬ 

onal pipelining to indicate where no pipelining or maximal pipelining 

are most effective. If none of the conditions are met then the most 
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effective case can be obtained from the expression for cost per opera¬ 

tion by determining the values of 1 and k which lead to minimal cost 

per operation. It is of interest to examine if a closed form solution 

for optimal values of 1 and k can be obtained; if not, then to examine 

how small a domain can be defined for values of 1 and k such that it 

is certain that optimal values lie in the domain. 

A natural extension of this research is to examine the possibility 

of generalization of results <tb N-neighbour arrays where N is an arbi¬ 

trary even integer. A part of that study would be to examine for 

which values of N, diagonal pipelining can be implemented. Another 

part would be the development of new techniques for large neighbour 

arrays. 

This concept can be further extended to pipelining of non-uniform 

arrays. Non-uniform arrays refers to arrays which have an irregular 

interconnection pattern and/or have cells which do not have the 

number of inputs equal to the number of outputs. 
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Appendix I 

1 To obtain the maximum value of 

2 (m+n) - (1+k) (fm + fn ) 
'l 'k 

(fm +fn - 2 ) 
1 1 'k 

for 1 and k in the ranges 1 ç 1 < m and 1 < k $ n or 1 $ L ï m and 

1 ^ k < n, we want the smallest denominator and the largest numerator. 

Note that the case 1 = m, k = n is not considered because we want 

the costs of all other cases but no pipelining to be greater than 

or equal to the cost per operation of no pipelining. The minimum 

value of denominator (fm + fn - 2 ) is just 1 at 1 = m-1,. k = n. 
«X ' k 

The numerator is 

2(m+n) - (1+k) (fm + [n ) 
'a !k 

and to make it as large as possible (1+k) (|m + |n ) must be at its 

smallest value. Lower bound for (1+k) (fm + In ) is f = (i-+k) ( m + n ) . 
11 Ik «Ik 

Treating 1 and k as continuous variables the minimum value of f can 

be obtained by differentiating with respect to the ratio 1 . 
k 

That gives 

3f •= 0 = n - m and 3^f = + 2m 
a? r2 âr? ÏÏ . 

This gives r = 1 = fm for minimum value of f. Substituting 1 = fm , 
k V n 

k = fn the minimum value of f can be obtained as 
_ 2 

( fm + Æ” ) ( /m + v*n ) = ( fm + fix ) . 
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2 
The max inrum value is 2 (m+n) - (/m + -/n ) which is 

= ( >/m - /n ) 2 . 

It must be noted that it is not the strictest bound but is quite 

close to the best. 

2 To obtain the maximum value of 

A (m+n-l-k)  

(| -2 

note that m-1 ÿ 0 for all possible values of L and n-k j 0 for all 

values k. If the expression m-1 ( m-1) -1 is considered, for 

all values of 1 in the range 1 $l$m-l, (m-l)-L ^ 0 and (m-1) ^ 0 
* 

so, m-1 ( (m-l)-l) ÿ 0 for 1 = m, (m-1) = 0 so that 
1 

m-1 (m-1) -1 ^ 0 
1 A 1.1 

Hence for all values of f in the range lÿ l(m 

m-1 ( (m-l)-l) £0. 
1 

Consider n-k ( (m-l)-k) ; for m ? n it is always true that (m-l)-k ÿ 0 
k 

for 1 $ k % n have n-k ( (m-l)-k) ^0. 
k 

For m = n, n-k ( (m-l)-k) £0 for 1 ^ k $ n-1. When k = n, n-k = 0 so 
k 

n-k ( (m-1) -1) = 0. Therefore, for 1 ^ k ^ n and for m ^ n 
k 

n-k ( (m-1) -k ) £ 0 
k A 1-2 

Adding up A 1*1 and A 1*2 we get 



This can be rewritten as 

(m-L) m-1 + (n-k) ro-1 > (m-1) + (n-k), 
L k 

which gives 
(m-1) > (m-1) + (n-k) 

(m-L) + (n-k) 
1 k 

5. (m+n-l-k ) 
* m _ n -2 
L k 

From this we get 

A (m-1) £ A ( m+n-l-k 1 , 
fm + In -2 
*1 'k 

for all possible values of 1 and k and for m ^ n. If n then 

condition will be 

A (n-1) > A f m+n-l-k 1 
fm + fn - 2 
ll 'k 

The maximum value is taken to be A (m-1) or A (n-1). 
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